GeoRef contains North American references from 1666 to date and references to other areas from 1933 to date. This GeoRef Serials List, produced July 2019, includes over 25,000 serials which may have appeared in GeoRef. The Serials List is updated monthly.
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Annual Report - Delaware River Basin Commission (S) (0418-5455) publisher Delaware River Basin Commission, United States

Annual Report - Denver Museum of Natural History (0190-1850) publisher Denver Museum of Natural History, United States


Annual Report - Department of Geology, Memorial University of Newfoundland (S) (0711-2696) publisher Memorial University of Newfoundland, Department of Geology, Canada

Abstracts - Nordic Geological Winter Meeting (C) publisher University of Aarhus - Department of Earth Sciences, Denmark
Annual Report - Department of Geology, University of Toronto (S) publisher University of Toronto, Department of Geology, Canada

Annual Report - Department of Lands Adelaide (0728-7682) publisher South Australia, Department of Lands, Australia

Annual Report - Department of Mineral Resources Regina (0581-8109) former title of Annual Report - Saskatchewan Mineral Resources

Annual Report - Department of Mineral Resources, New South Wales (S) (0818-6855) publisher New South Wales Department of Mineral Resources, Australia formerly Annual Report - Department of Mines, New South Wales (0077-8664)

Annual Report - Department of Mineral Resources, State of Arizona (S) (0271-1788) publisher Arizona Department of Mineral Resources, United States

Annual Report - Department of Minerals and Energy (S) publisher Department of Minerals and Energy, Australia

Annual Report - Department of Minerals and Energy (S) publisher Department of Minerals and Energy, South Africa

Annual Report - Department of Minerals and Energy Sydney (1033-0852) former title of Annual Report - Department of Energy (Sydney)

Annual Report - Department of Minerals and Energy, Victoria (S) (0729-235X) publisher Australia, Department of Resources and Energy, Australia formerly Victoria, Mines Department, Annual Report. (VMARAS)

Annual Report - Department of Minerals and Energy, Western Australia (S) publisher Department of Minerals and Energy, Australia

Abstracts - Palaeontological Association Aston, Annual Conference (C) publisher Aston University, United Kingdom

Annual Report - Department of Mines and Energy, Northern Territory (S) (0725-9727) publisher Northern Territory. Department of Mines and Energy, Australia

Annual Report - Department of Mines, New South Wales (S) (0077-8664 (ANSMDI)) former title of Annual Report - Department of Mineral Resources, New South Wales

Annual Report - Department of Resources and Energy, Tasmania (S) publisher Tasmania Department of Resources and Energy, Australia

Annual Report - Director-General Mines and Energy (S) (0159-7043) former title of Annual Report - Mines and Energy South Australia

Annual Report - Director of Mines and Government Geologist (S) (0810-6215 (SAMRC7)) former title of Annual Report - Mines and Energy South Australia

Annual Report - Division of Computing Research (S) (0069-7311) former title of CSIRO Annual Report

Annual Report - Earthquake Engineering Research Center (S) publisher Earthquake Engineering Research Center, University of California at Berkeley, United States
Annual Report - German Advisory Council on Global Change (C) publisher Springer, Germany

Annual Report - Great Lakes Commission (0434-5703) publisher Great Lakes Commission, United States

Annual Report - Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory

Annual Report - Haile Sellassie I University, Department of Geology (0304-7008 (ARHGD7)) publisher Haile Sellassie I University, Dept. of Geology, Ethiopia

Annual Report - Hokkaido University, Graduate School of Science, Division of Earth and Planetary Sciences Earth and Planetary Materials Science (S) publisher Hokkaido University, Japan

Abstracts - SEPM Midyear Meeting (1052-8423) publisher Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists, United States

Annual Report - Honolulu Board of Water Supply (S) (0163-2272) publisher Honolulu Board of Water Supply, United States

Annual Report - Iceland Geosurvey (C) publisher Iceland GeoSurvey, Iceland

Annual Report - Idaho Water Resources Research Institute (0073-4616) publisher Idaho Water Resources Research Institute - University of Idaho, United States

Annual Report - IEA Coal Research, The Clean Coal Centre (S) publisher International Energy Agency Coal Research, United Kingdom

Annual Report - Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources publisher [Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources], United States

Annual Report - Illinois State Water Survey (S) publisher Illinois State Water Survey, United States

Annual Report - Illinois Water Resources Center publisher University of Illinois, Illinois Water Resources Center, United States

Annual Report - Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (S) (0250-6017) publisher Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, India

Annual Report - Indiana Geological Survey (S) former title of Annual Report of the State Geologist of Indiana Geological Survey, Department of Natural Resources

Annual Report - Institut für Kernphysik (C) (0170-8937) publisher Kernforschungsanlage Jülich GmbH, Institut für Kernphysik; Zentralbibliothek der Kernforschungsanlage Jülich GmbH, Germany

Abstracts - Society of Exploration Geophysicists International Meeting (C) (0740-543X (SGAMB7)) former title of SEG Abstracts

Annual Report - Institute for Geothermal Sciences, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University (C) publisher Kyoto University, Graduate School of Science, Institute for Geothermal Sciences, Japan

Annual Report - Institute of Earth and Planetary Physics (S) (0705-9256) publisher Institute of Earth and Planetary Physics, Canada
Annual Report - Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences (S) (1172-6237) publisher Institute of Geological & Nuclear Sciences, New Zealand

Annual Report - Institute of Geological Sciences (0073-9308 (IGSAAI)) publisher Institute of Geological Sciences, United Kingdom

Annual Report - International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement ILRI (C) (0165-1803 (AILRAS)) publisher International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement, International

Annual Report - International Lithosphere Program (S) publisher International Council of Scientific Unions, Inter-Union Commission on the Lithosphere, ILP Secretariat, International

Annual Report - International Soil Reference and Information Centre (C) publisher International Soil Reference and Information Centre, Netherlands


Annual Report - IRIS (C) publisher Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Consortium, United States

Annual Report - Irrigation and Power Research Institute, Punjab, AR (S) publisher Irrigation and Power Research Institute, Punjab, AMRITSAR, India

Abstracts - Symposium on Geology of Coal-Bearing Formations of Poland publisher University of Mining and Metallurgy Publications, Poland

Annual Report - Joint Coal Board (S) (0312-6358) publisher [Joint Coal Board] Government Printer, Australia

Annual Report - Kansas Water Resources Research Institute (S) (0160-2659) publisher Kansas Water Resources Research Institute, United States

Annual Report - Kentucky Geological Survey (S) (0731-2784) publisher Kentucky Geological Survey, United States

Annual Report - Lesotho, Department of Mines and Geology

Annual Report - Liberia, Bureau of Natural Resources and Surveys

Annual Report - Life Sciences and Agriculture Experiment Station (0094-4661) former title of Annual Report - Maine Agricultural Experiment Station

Annual Report - Maine Agricultural Experiment Station (0890-202X) publisher Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, United States formerly Annual Report - Life Sciences and Agriculture Experiment Station (0094-4661) | Research in the Life Sciences (0034-5261) | Maine Farm Research (0097-6350)

Annual Report - Malaysia, Geological Survey (C) (0369-0008) former title of Lapuran Tahunan - Penyiasatan Kajibumi Malaysia

Annual Report - Malaysian Chamber of Mines (S) (0302-6620) publisher Malaysian Chamber of Mines, Malaysia

Annual Report - Manitoba Department of Conservation (S) publisher Department of Conservation, Canada
Aachener Berichte zu Bergbau und Hüttenkunde (C) publisher Mainz, Germany

Abstracts - United Nations Symposium on the Development and Use of Geothermal Resources

Annual Report - Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines publisher Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines, Canada

formerly Annual Report - Manitoba Department of Mines, Natural Resources and Environment (0711-8279) | Annual Report - Province of Manitoba. Dept. of Mines, Resources and Environment Management (0300-0966)

Annual Report - Manitoba Department of Mines and Natural Resources (C) publisher Department of Mines and Natural Resources, Mines Branch, Canada

Annual Report - Manitoba Department of Mines, Natural Resources and Environment (0711-8279) former title of Annual Report - Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines

Annual Report - Manitoba Natural Resources (S) (0837-6786) publisher Manitoba Natural Resources, Canada

Annual Report - Manitoba Rural Development, Water Services Board (S) (1193-347X) publisher Manitoba Water Services Board, Rural Development, Canada


Annual Report - Marine Sciences Centre, McGill University (0541-6299 (MMSCB9)) publisher Marine Sciences Centre, McGill University, Canada

Annual Report - Maryland Water Resources Research Center (S) (0895-0725) publisher Maryland Water Resources Research Center, United States formerly Annual Report. Program Activities - Water Resources Research Center (College Park) (0271-6674)

Annual Report - Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (S) publisher [publisher unknown], United States

Abstracts - Workshop on Electromagnetic Induction in the Earth and Moon publisher Soviet Geophysical Committee, USSR

Annual Report - Mineral Resources Department Fiji (S) (0252-2462) publisher Parliament of Fiji, Mineral Resources Division, Fiji


Annual Report - Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources (S) (0228-0078) publisher British Columbia Ministry of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Canada
Searching
Serial titles are given in GeoRef on a historical basis, so that if a serial had one title from 1965-1978 and a second, changed title, from 1979 to date, GeoRef references to 1965-1978 issues of the serial will contain the key title and ISSN for the former title and references to 1979 and subsequent issues of the serial will contain the key title and ISSN of the current title. To search for all references to a particular serial, use both current and former titles or ISSNs, as shown in this GeoRef Serials List.

About the GeoRef Serials List

Titles
This Serials List is a list of titles. Main entries consist of:

- ISDS Key Title (except for titles which have been inactive since 1988, not converted to ISDS).
- Publisher — The name of the publisher and country of publication are given, if known, except for inactive titles.
- Alternate titles — The following kinds of alternate titles are given:
  - Parallel title (indicated by parallel title)
  - Former title (indicated by formerly)
  - Title of supplement (indicated by has supplement)
  - Title of translation (indicated by translated title)
  - Related title (not one of the above) (indicated by related title)
  - A vertical bar separates multiple titles
- ISSN — International Standard Serial Number of the main entry title. Includes online ISSN’s. Given when established, except for inactive titles.
- CODEN of the main entry title — Given for many titles. Began to be used in the early 1970s in GeoRef.

Cross references from the above alternate titles are provided. ISSNs and CODENs of these alternates are included in some of the cross reference entries.

Coverage

"Serial" defined
The definition of "serial" used is that given in the Guidelines for the International Serials Data System (UNESCO, Paris, 1973): A serial is a publication in print or in non-print form, issued in successive parts, usually having numerical or chronological designations, and intended to be continued indefinitely. Serials include periodicals, newspapers, annuals (reports, yearbooks, directories, etc.), journals, memoirs, proceedings, transactions, etc. of societies, and monographic series.

It should be noted that this definition does not include works produced in successive parts for a period predetermined as finite, and that it allows the inclusion of unnumbered series.

Which issues were scanned for GeoRef?
Inclusion of a serial in this list does not mean that the serial was scanned for GeoRef each year the serial was published. Prominent geological serials most probably were covered during this entire period. (C) following a serial title indicates at least one issue of the serial has been scanned for GeoRef since 1990. (S) following a serial title indicates the serial is cited only as a serial in GeoRef and that individual issues are not analyzed, usually because no signed articles appear in the serial. (Questions on which issues of a particular serial have been scanned should be addressed to the AGI library.)

Serials and non-serials in GeoRef
Serials account for roughly 85% of the total references in GeoRef. The non-serial materials that make up the rest of GeoRef include books, reports, maps, and theses. References in GeoRef can be searched online by document type.

Serials in the B.I.G.
The annual cumulations and monthly issues of the Bibliography and Index of Geology from 1980 through 2005 included a serials
section, which showed the title, imprint or abbreviated title, CODEN or ISSN (or both), volume, number, and date of each serial cited in that cumulation or issue. For example, in 1992 GeoRef added citations from approximately 4,000 serials which are listed in the Serials section of the 1992 cumulation.

Prior to 1980, the monthly issues and annual cumulations contained lists of serials arranged by abbreviated title consisting, for each serial, of abbreviated title followed by full title. Usually the full title includes the publisher and place of publication. The entries in the serials section of the Bibliography and Index of Geology provide additional information not contained in the individual citations of the Bibliography, which contain only key titles or abbreviated titles.
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